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Betty Crocker Cooking Basics, Second Edition is the only cookbook you need to help you begin

cooking with confidence, even if you barely know how to boil water. Fully updated to include 112

simple and tasty favorites like guacamole, meatloaf, and strawberry shortcake, the second edition of

this comprehensive cooking guide even includes how-to photos for every recipe, advice on kitchen

equipment, a reference to cooking terms, food storage tips, and cooking times and nutrition

information. With game plans for special events like Thanksgiving Dinner, you will never go hungry!
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The One Cookbook You Need to Start Cooking with Confidence!Do you want to fix your favorite

foods, but aren't quite sure how? This new edition of Betty Crocker Cooking Basics is just what you

need. Inside, you'll find easy recipes for all your favorites, including crowd-pleasers like Guacamole,

Meat Loaf, Pad Thai and Strawberry Shortcake. For each recipe, illustrated techniques and

goof-proof instructions guide you step by step to delicious results&#151;even if you're a total kitchen

beginner. You also get lots of helpful kitchen tips, tricks and information that take the mystery out of

meal preparation. Here is everything you need to start cooking with confidence. 112 simple, tasty

recipes for the foods everyone loves How-to photographs for each recipe illustrating key steps 

Complete game plans for entertaining, including Thanksgiving Dinner An illustrated guide to all the

equipment you need to set up a kitchen Photographs that demonstrate basic cooking techniques

Cooking times and nutrition information for every recipe The lowdown on ingredients, cooking terms,



food storage and more

With more than 63 million cookbooks sold since 1950,Â Betty CrockerÂ is the name readers trust for

reliable recipes and great ideas. For overÂ 75 years, Betty Crocker has provided advice to millions

of Americans through cookbooks, magazines and television.

Great beginners cook book. Love Betty Crocker!

Purchased this item as a gift for a couple moving into their first home. Since both had only lived at

home or in the dorms, this book was perfect for them. It contains lots of photos and how-to tips for

beginners ... commonly used kitchen gadgets, measuring different types of ingredients, prep

techniques, setting a table, even how to make coffee! There are also great starter recipes, with

Cook's Tips on each page, that help build confidence in the kitchen. Would definitely recommend

this book for true newbies.

This book answered any questions I ever had about my cooking abilities. Has excellent tips, telling

you the use of various utensils, and using whole pages to describe how to cook certain vegetables.

Also has a few pages of what all the different cuts of meat look like. Highly recommend for any

cook, freshman or senior.

My nineteen-year-old vegetarian granddaughter will be leaving for a European country this summer

to serve as an au pair for a family with young children. She THINKS she can cook, but her repertoire

consists of very simple pasta dishes, beans and rice. I asked her to identify a "saucepan," and to

explain "saute" and realized we needed a really really basic cookbook.  has 50-gazillion cookbooks,

right? I narrowed it down to a half-dozen and carefully read reviews, most positive and most

negative, and this one came out on top. It first introduces the cook to the kitchen...what's in it. What

you need. How you use it. It explains the processes involved, like sauteing or braising. And it

provides a lot of really, really nice recipes from very simple ones for a kid's lunch, to lovely ones

you'd be proud to serve your own guests. My husband is as good a cook as you can find elsewhere.

He pronounced thiss a gem for beginning cooks, or cooks who know how to throw stuff together, but

really want some solid grounding. THIS is a winner.

This will be a birthday gift for a 12-year-old granddaughter that is learning to cook. I read it and it



has so many wonderful terms that people need to know if they're going to cook and not get

frustrated. I'm so excited to see if she loves this. This will be her first cooking book and it's coming

from from her grandma. I still have my first cookbook give it to me when I was 16 and I love it the

best

just what I was looking for.

was not at all the basic cook book I was looking for, ended up getter better homes and garden one

at barnes and nobel as needed in time for christmas and returned this one

Love this book!It has so many things that you wouldn't even think that you'd learn.I like how there

are a lot of tips and tricks and side recipes.I also like colors and pictures so yeah.....
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